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1. 30Great QuotesOn AttitudesChange your attitude, change your life!!!

2. Everyone thinks of changing the world,but no one thinks of changing himself.Leo Tolstoy

3. A positive attitude is not a destination. It is a way of life!!!

4. The Greatare different From The failureonly one thing“Different
attitude”Onethingmakeseverythingdifferent

5. The difference between a successful person and othersis not a lack of knowledge, but rather
a lack of will.

6. Whether a glass is half-full or half-emptydepends on the attitude of the person looking at it.

7. Your perspective and attitude about you life situationsultimately determines the positive or
negative impact those situations will have on you…
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8. EXCELLENCE IS NOT A SKILL.IT IS AN ATTITUDE.

9. Whenwe havedifferentResultsDifferent AttitudesDifferent ThoughtsDifferent
BehaviorsDifferent Actions
10. The most significant change in a person’s life is a change of attitude. Right attitudes
produce right actions.
11. Positive impressions are like seeds. You plant them, nurture them…And below the surface
they growand expand…Breaking through the surface often exponentially. - Linda Kaplan - The
Power of Nice
12. “Spirit, faith, and positive energy are the core of human life, without them you lose your way.
You live without Zest. You go through the motions but there’s no passion”- Lee G. Bolman and
Terrance E. Deal- Leading with Soul
13. The Positive Thinkersees the invisible, feels the intangible, and achievesthe impossible.
14. ChangeChangeChangeChangeChangeChangeChangeBeforechanging other thingsFirstly
ChangeAttitude
15. If you don’t likesomething, change it.If you can’t change it,change your attitude.Don’t
complain.
16. If you really want to be happy, nobody can stop you.
17. You will only go as far as you think you can go.
18. The biggest mistake of all is to avoid situations in which you might make a mistake.
20. When attitude is changed thought is changedWhen thought is changed behavior is
changedWhen behavior is changed action is changedWhen action is changed result is changed
21. A positive thought is the seed of a positive result.

22. Moving out fromComfort Zone is notformidable.We will see our capacity.
23. Impossible is just a big wordImpossible is not a factImpossible is potentialImpossible is
temporaryImpossible is nothing
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24. I M P O S S I B L EI’MPOSSIBLE
25. Sooner or later, those who win are those who think they can.
26. You CAN DO everything, but not all at once.You CAN DO everything, if it’s important
enough for you to do.You CAN DO everything, but you may not be the best at everything.You
CAN DO everything, but there will be limitations.You CAN DO everything, but you’ll need help.
27. The man with confidence in himself gains the confidence of others.
28. A creative attitude is the fuel of progress and growth.
29. Either I will find a way, or I will make one.
30. Now go out there and smile,and climb your toughest mountain with positivity!
31. With a Bad attitude you can never have a positive dayWith a Positive attitude you can never
have a bad day
32. Be the change you want to see in this world.Thank You Very MuchSompong Yusoontorn
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